7 Fields of Perception ~ Table of Correspondences and Perspectives

1. Runes of the White Tiger ~ Song of Living Evolving Highest Truth

From the Book of Runes by Almine, LLC Spiritual Journeys www.spiritualjourneys.com

Fragrance Alchemy:
- **Chakra Blend**: Fuchsia / Goddess Blend (Awakens creational codes of the true feminine in the 1st DNA Rose)
- **Sub-personality Blend**: Golden Flower
- **High Magic Blend**: Oasis Sunset

**Field of Perception**: Shamanism

**Root** - 1st chakra (relationship with Natural World)

**Sense Organ**: Smell

**Inner Nurturer**: Intuitive Knowing; heart's inner smile; firm, compassionate inclusiveness; vastness beyond identity.

**Principle of High Magic**: Receptiveness to boundless abundance

**Perspectives**: Shamanic that knows the interconnectedness of the web of life, sees the aliveness in things through respect, and has the spirit of confident adventure, knowing the natural world as your sensitively attuned, responsive playground. Reestablishing the earth as home within.

- **Masculine (M)/Feminine (F)**: (M) Shamanism (Interconnectedness of Life respected – Responsible Stewardship) + (F) Perspective of Adventure

**Transformation mastered as a tool is the power of immortality.**

“I am the Receptive Steward in Agendaless Oneness with the Natural World, who fully embraces the rich adventure of physical life.”
2. Runes of the Mother Libraries ~ Song of Sincerity

Fragrance Alchemy:

- **Chakra Blend**: Lion of Judah (oil of surrender to Infinite Intent)
- **Sub-personality Blend**: Blue Skies
- **High Magic Blend**: Prince of Egypt

**Field of Perception**: Incorruptible White Magic

**Sacral** – 2nd chakra (relationship with *Hidden Realms*)

**Sense Organ**: Taste

**Inner Child**: ~ Instinctual Knowing ~ Jubilant Exuberant Expression from Fullness, power to embrace the impossible, sees no separation between dimensions and so is a generator of resources through innate oneness.

**Principle of High Magic**: Expecting Manifestations that correspond to intent

**Perspectives**: Incorruptible white magic through harmlessness, that expects miraculous manifestation by operating beyond cause and effect (in the innocence of timelessness).

- **Masculine (M)/Feminine (F)**: *(M)* IWM *(Harmlessness-Reciprocity / Timelessness-Innocence-Joy)* + *(F)* Miraculous manifestation *(vs. cause and effect that seeks to get)*

Transmutation mastered as a tool is the power of incorruptibility.

“Engaging in Magical, Reciprocal Gifts from Joyous Interaction with the Hidden Realms, I craft a life of miracles.”
3. *Runes of the Order of the Sacred Butterfly* ~ *Song of Inclusive Oneness*

**Fragrance Alchemy:**
- **Chakra Blend:** Lotus oil ~ Awakens hidden body centers (particularly pineal and high heart)
- **Sub-personality Blend:** Fountain of life
- **High Magic Blend:** Velvet Nights

**Field of Perception:** Healing

**Solar plexus** – 3rd chakra (relationship with *Body*)

**Sense Organ:** Sight

**Inner Sage:** Humility of knowing nothing; Effortless knowing respected; refines reality through perception; lightness of a burdenless past of no regrets.

**Principle of High Magic:** Experiencing ever-expanding horizons of the future

**Perspectives:** Healing through remembered oneness (seeing underlying perfection); choosing reality by attitude and perspective ~ knowing the power of perception that sees beyond appearance to dissolve illusion.

- **Masculine (M)/Feminine (F):** *(M) Healing/Wholeness through remembered oneness that sees underlying perfection behind appearances + (F) Choosing Reality (through refined perception)*

**Transmutation** mastered as a tool is the power of **Regeneration**.

“*In Unhindered Communication through the Surrendered Life of Trust, my cells broadcast Infinite's Intent, and reality continually refines around me.*”
4. *Runes of the White Rose ~ Song of Cooperative Surrender*

**Field of Perception:** Mysticism  
**Heart** – 4th chakra (relationship with *Environment*)  
**Sense Organ:** Hearing  

**Inner Warrior:** Appreciative observer; pivot point of reality; spontaneous automatic action; potency and passionate engagement as opportunity for continual self-discovery and refinement.

**Principle of High Magic:** Living the Miracle of closing the gap between cause and effect

**Perspectives:** Mystical perspective of being simultaneous appreciative observer and engaged from highest awareness (truth inseparable from the unfolding moment). Observer and observed, dreamer and dream—merging inner and outer. Through aware participation, we uphold the spontaneous perspective beyond reaction of programmed responses, which causes the environment to become fluidly responsive to us.

- **Masculine (M)/Feminine (F):** (M) Mystical perspective - Simultaneous appreciative observer and aware participation beyond programs (merges inner and outer) + (F) Spontaneous perspective (responding to the moment)

Alchemy of immortality, incorruptibility, and regeneration produces the leveraged result of *Resurrection* (fusion of body, soul, and spirit).

“I live in Never-Ending Sustenance from Aware Participation as the Appreciative Observer, expressing spontaneously the full potential of the moment.”
5 Runes of the Blue Light ~ Song of the Dance of Eternity

Fragrance Alchemy:
- **Chakra Blend**: Oud / Blend of the Gods
- **Sub-personality Blend**: The Dance in the Moonlight
- **High Magic Blend**: Moonlight Garden

**Field of Perception**: Metaphysics

**Throat** – 5th chakra (relationship vis-a-vis the cosmos)

**Sense Organ**: Touch (mediated by nervous system)

**Wild Woman**: destructures all that is false, in search of the eternal unfathomable self that is the mystery. She forces the real—either by grace through courage to shed all comfort zones, or by painful collapse of false structures.

**Principle of High Magic**: Trusting the body's self-maintenance through eternal self-rejuvenation

**Perspectives**: Metaphysics - Recognizing macro and micro level as inseparable. Impersonal, archetypal life. Activates power in the throat for instant knowing of the answers within the problems).

- **Masculine (M)/Feminine (F)**: (M) Eternal self-revealed through ever renewed expression + (F) acknowledged flawlessness (as the basis of a life of surrender and cooperation with Divine Will)

Alchemy of immortality, incorruptibility, and regeneration produces the leveraged result of **Resurrection** (fusion of body, soul, and spirit).

“My eternal Self is revealed through perpetual renewed expression in cooperation with life as the unfolding flawless perfection of Infinite’s Intent.”
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6 Runes of the Lion’s Gate ~ Song of Embracing the Paradox

From the Book of Runes by Almine, LLC Spiritual Journeys www.spiritualjourneys.com

Fragrance Alchemy:
- Chakra Blend: Gardenia
- Sub-personality Blend: Song of the Dove
- High Magic Blend: Essence of Magic

Field of Perception: Godhood
Brow – 6th chakra (intimate relationship with Source - the Infinite Being – as the only relationship there is)
Sense Organ: Visceral response of the organs

Inner Babe: Relationship with the source of our existence, omni-sensory abilities through the nervous system as a field. Communion with the Infinite. Establishes home within.

Principle of High Magic: Releasing all relationship ties that bind by acknowledging the transient flow of others through your eternal life.

Perspectives: Godhood ~ knowing yourself to be center of your life, when in full expression beyond all programs.
You then express from your uniqueness, which expands creation. Confident self-expression.

- Masculine (M)/Feminine (F): (M) Godhood/ Divinity arising through the full expression of unique individuation + (F) Self-confident self-sovereignty (whereby you fully expect life to change as you change).

Alchemy of immortality, incorruptibility, and regeneration produces the leveraged result of Resurrection (fusion of body, soul, and spirit).

“I emanate divinity through the full expression of unique individuation, in the confidence of being the center around which reality pivots.”
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7 Runes of the Living Library ~ The Song of the Courageous Adventure of the High Road

From the Book of Runes by Almine, LLC Spiritual Journeys www.spiritualjourneys.com

Fragrance Alchemy:
- Chakra Blend: Magnolia
- Sub-personality Blend: Distant Horizons
- High Magic Blend: Desert Dawn

Crown – 7th chakra (acknowledged Integrated Oneness)
Sense Organ: Automatic response of the skin untouched

Inner Adventurer: Becoming the explorer of consciousness, embracing the courageous never-ending journey of discovery of our boundless resourcefulness. (Through living the 24 higher (animal) natures, we closing down time/space, These may be studied through the 24 Higher Qualities of the Inner Adventurer).

Principle of High Magic: Ceasing the torment of continual self-correction by trusting the clear adn effortless revelation of your next step.

Perspectives: Never ending journey (continually discarding yesterday’s truth as new revelations demand it), Realization that there is only the Self to be discovered anew.

- Masculine (M)/Feminine (F): (M) Achieving oneness through recognizing the Self in all through the permeating unified fields + (F) Oracle’s perspective yielding a life of revelation.

Alchemy of immortality, incorruptibility, and regeneration produces the leveraged result of Resurrection (fusion of body, soul, and spirit).

“I achieve and establish Oneness in the Cosmos, through Acknowledging All of Existence As My Self, through the Permeating Unified Fields of Communication. I live a life of self-revelation.”
8 Runes of 8th Field ~ Field of Resurrection ~ Graceful Metamorphosis

Fragrance Alchemy:
- Secret of Nefertiti
- Sub-personality Blend: Elixir of the Golden Light
- High Magic Blend: Starlight on Aswan

Sense Organ: Ambient Discernment (tongue)
Organ: Heart
Field: Field of Spiritualized Matter

High Mind: Inclusive self-sovereignty, valuing all experiences, living archetypally, aware of macrocosmic impact of one's actions, becoming sacred government through impeccable self-government.

Principle of Limitlessness: When the eyes of innocence start to see the perfection behind the appearances, the concept of progress becomes meaningless.

Core Concept or Lens of the 8th Field: Body and soul are but holographic tools we have used to examine physical life, in preparation for the inseparable holy body which we will become (HM 168).

“I awaken from the Dream of the Infinite, and dedicate my life to manifesting heaven on earth, for the glory of the Infinite.”